4622*
Van Diemen's Land, Lempriere & Co, Twenty Spanish
Dollars, Hobart Town, 5 May 1823, No 18 on left 17 on
right! (MVR unlisted). Slight crease otherwise very fine and
very rare, especially in this condition.
$12,500

Fifteenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
PRIVATE BANK ISSUES - including many rarities

4623*
Van Diemen's Land, Bill of Exchange for one hundred pounds
sterling in British silver third of exchange Commissariat
Office, Hobart Town 11th August 1829, No 1328 imprint
S. Clayton, payable to John D Urn, signed A. Moodie. Thin
paper watermarked 1823 and monogram, nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$17,500

4621*
Bill of Exchange, G. Blaxcell, handwritten, Sydney, March
20th 1812, two hundred and fifty pounds, payable to Captain
Joseph James, on or before 24th June 1812. Accompanied
by a printed form of a notice of protest printed by George
Howe, Sydney, 1813, signed by Ellis Bent, Judge Advocate
of the Territory of New South Wales, showing that Blaxcell
had not paid by 16th August 1813. Stained on right hand
side, good fine and extremely rare.
$2,400

4624*
Van Diemen's Land, Bill of Exchange printed form for £100
Sterling, Third of Exchange Hobart Town 11th October
1827, No 414, payable to Depy.Ass.Com,. General Hall,
signed A. Moodie. Good very fine and rare.
$5,000

lot 4622
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4627*
Bank of Australia, share certificate for one hundred pounds
sterg., No 2042, issued to Thomas de la Condamine 1st
July 1833, imprint S. Clayton Sct., printed in black ink on
vellum by W.M.Moffitt. Named to an important person in
colonial New South Wales, this certificate is of great historical
significance, good very fine and very rare.
$4,000

4625*
Van Diemen's Land, Bill on the English Treasury, Commissariat
Office, Hobart Town, 11 August 1829, No.1344, to Mr.
Stephen Adey, for £50.0.0, hand signed by A. Moodie,
black on white, unwatermarked paper, for presentation to
Whitehall, London, engraved by Samuel Clayton (MVR
illustrates a similar example Fig.12 [p.11-12]). Several small
holes in the paper, very fine and very rare.
$5,000

Thomas de la Condamine, born in Guernsey, educated at the Royal Military
College, commissioned as an ensign in 1814, appointed to Royal Staff Corps
1815, promoted lieutenant in 1825 transferring to the 57th Regiment. He
arrived at Sydney in December of the same year as aide-de-camp to Governor
Sir Ralph Darling. He served in many positions in government both paid
and honorary and was connected with several institutions. He lived as a
part of Governor Darling's household and had considerable influence over
goverment affairs much to the consternation of more senior government
figures. The Condamine River was named in his honour as was Condamine
Street, Balgowlah. He established the Australian Subscription Library which
later became the Public Library of New South Wales. The Bank of Australia
was established by John Macarthur in 1826 with William Henry Mackenzie
as cashier after an exclusive subscription of 1000 £100 shares. In it's early
years it was an aggressive competitor to the Bank of N.S.W. However, the
bank failed during the banking crisis in 1843 because of heavy over-lending.
(see MVR pp64-5). As a shareholder, Thomas de la Rue lost more than
£1,200 when the bank collapsed.

4628*
Bank of Australia, share certificate for one hundred pounds
sterg., No 2037, issued to Thomas de la Condamine 1st July
1833, imprint S. Clayton Sct. printed in black ink on vellum
by W. M. Moffitt. Good very fine and very rare.
$3,300

4626*
Van Diemen's Land, Bill of Exchange, Third of Exchange,
Hobart Town 21st May 1841 for three hundred pounds to
order of J.F. Marzetti Esq., payable by the Right Honourable,
The Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury London
printed form 1820's-1830's. Cleaned otherwise very fine
and rare.
$15,000
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4631*
Tamar Bank, Launceston, bank share for fifty pounds, dated
First day of September 1835 No.168 (only 183 printed), on
vellum, issued to William Field, signed by Directors, Philip
Oakden and Lewis Gilles. A very rare example of this early
bank as no banknotes are known to have survived, some
folds and pinholes, otherwise nearly extremely fine and
extremely rare.
$3,500

4629*
Bank of New South Wales, Certificate on vellum for one
share of Bank Capital Stock, one hundred pounds sterling
entered in the name of Sarah Redfern at Folio 44 of the Stock
Ledger, dated 1st day of January 1824, No 178, Entd. Jas
C. Phelps, John Piper President, W. Walker, James Norton
Directors. On back Received thirty pounds Sterling account
of the within share, A.K. Mackenzie, Cashier, also, Indented
... William Redfern Esquire 14 March 1826. Very fine and
extremely rare.
$5,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61 (lot 4778) and Sale 90 (lot 2742).
The Tamar Bank opened for business on 1 January 1835, and ceased
operation on 30th April 1838 when it was absorbed by the Union Bank of
Australia, re-opening the next day as the first branch of this newly formed
bank. Lewis Gilles remained as manager of the Union Bank branch. The
Union Bank continued operating until 1951 when it merged with the Bank
of Australasia to form the A.N.Z. Bank Ltd, and later in 1970 a merger with
the E.S.& A. Bank resulted in the ANZ Banking Group Ltd.

William Redfern, a surgeon's mate in the Royal Navy, was sentenced to death
for his part in the naval mutiny of the Nore in 1797. After serving four years
in an English jail he was transported to New South Wales in 1802. He was
granted a conditional pardon after his arrival and in 1803 a full pardon.
He was appointed an assistant surgeon in 1808 and in 1811 he succeeded
D'Arcy Wentworth and became assistant surgeon of NSW and doctor to
Governor Lachlan Macquarie. In 1817 he became one of the founders of the
Bank of New South Wales. He died in 1833 leaving a very large estate and
his wife Sarah survived him by about twenty years. The suburb of Redfern
is named in his honour.

4632*
The Bank of Adelaide, one pound, Adelaide, 5th July 1870,
No 204680 (MVR 2a). Bottom right corner smoke stain (ex
Chimney hoard), otherwise fine and extremely rare, one of
two known in private hands.
$60,000

4630*
Bank of New South Wales, Share Certificate for one hundred
pounds, 31 May 1832, printed on vellum by William Moffitt
(no imprint), No.712 of folio 317, made out to Samuel Terry,
signed by the President, two directors and entered by J.Potts,
transferred on the back to John Malcolm 12th May 1838.
One of the earliest available Australian share certificates.
Very fine and rare.
$2,000
Samuel Terry was sentenced to transportation for seven years for stealing
400 pairs of stockings. He arrived in Sydney in 1801 and in 1810 he was
granted one of the twenty liquor licences awarded. He married Rosetta Marsh
or Madden, also an innkeeper, in the same year and thereafter the Terrys
prospered. Their rapid rise to riches fuelled a great deal of gossip and Terry
had brought at least twenty eight actions in the Supreme Court by 1821.
In 1820 it was estimated that his 19,000 acres were nearly half the total
land holdings of former convicts. He was elected to the board of the Bank
of New South Wales in 1822 and again in 1828. He was one of the largest
shareholders at the time. His land included the area now occupied by Martin
Place and the G.P.O. Sydney. He died in 1838 at the age of about sixty, leaving
a personal estate of £250,000 and an annual income from his Sydney rentals
in excess of £10,000. Rosetta survived him by twenty years.

4633*
Bank of New South Wales, one pound, Sydney -18- A/3
800001, specimen, perforated specimen/C Skipper & East
(MVR7c). Central perforation cracking otherwise good
very fine.
$10,000
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4637*
Bank of New South Wales, one pound forgery, issued at
Sydney, 1st October, 1897, No. A 97592, hand signed
by uncertain manager and accountant, printed on
unwatermarked paper, with imprint in centre of bottom,
'Charles Skipper & East, London', with vignettes of female
seated with produce and in top corners oval framed tablet
with ONE, all within rectangular ornate spiral border with
words BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES in frame at top
and bottom, back with large ONE within rectangular frame
surrounded by a ornate circles in each corner, dark brown
on white/red on white, (Vort-Ronald, p.67-85 on bank, Type
Seven (f) and a similar note illustrated as Fig.87). In black
pen across note 'Forgery', many folds and creases, otherwise
very good and rare.
$380

4634*
Bank of New South Wales, five pounds, Ipswich 18- (MVR7C)
uniface printer's proof on card, imprint Perkins Bacon & Co
pencil dated instructions 11th April 1862. Lower right corner
cracked otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$20,000

A 'photographic' forgery of a Bank of New South Wales one pound note.
Probably a bank teller wrote 'Forgery' across the note, as the style is very
good with the usual rough edges and approximately right colour could allow
it to pass for a long period as a genuine note of issue.

4635*
Bank of New South Wales, one pound, Sydney 1st Oct 1896.
A/6 213810 (MVR7c). Frail with extensive creasing and folds
resulting in some internal tears, fair.
$8,000

4636*
Bank of New South Wales, one pound, Sydney, 5 April 1904,
971328 (MVR 7f). Nearly fine/very good and rare.
$17,500

4638*
Bank of Queensland, Limited, fifty pounds, Brisbane -,
(c.1864) uniface printers proof on thick paper (MVR1).
Glue tip marks on back corners otherwise uncirculated and
extremely rare.
$40,000
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4639*
Bank of South Australia, one pound, Adelaide, 15th Febuary,
1877 No U35830 (MVR2b). Minimal smoke staining (ex
Chimney hoard) good fine and extremely rare, one of two
known in private hands.
$60,000

4642*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, fifty pounds, Sydney 18(c.1875) (MVR3) printer's specimen, cancelled with four
small punch holes, lilac print on watermarked paper, imprint
W & K Johnston Edinburgh for Cowan & Co. Good very
fine and extremely rare.
$37,500

Ex Spink Noble Sale 42 (lot 3053).

4640*
Bank of South Australia, one pound, Adelaide 1st July 1881,
No A081644 (MVR3a). Ink stain on back, multiple creases
and folds otherwise fine and very rare.
$30,000

4643*
The London Chartered Bank of Australia, one pound, Sydney,
1st Jany 1875, uniface printer's proof (MVR1c) imprint
Perkins Bacon & Co., pencilled 'To This / 17th July / 74'.
Virtually uncirculated and very rare.
$7,500
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale.

4641*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, one pound, Sydney 18- (MVR3)
black and white uniface printer's proof on card, sixteen punch
hole cancellation in three lines of space, no imprint but by
Johnston of Edinburgh. Uncirculated and extremely rare.
$30,000

4644*
The Oriental Bank Corporation, one pound, Melbourne,
April 6th 1868 (MVR 1c) uniface black and white printers
proof by Perkins Bacon & Co. Glue tip marks on back
otherwise good extremely fine.
$15,000
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4648
The Provincial and Suburban Bank Limited, five pounds,
Melbourne 18 - No. 047243919 (MVR2a). Large edge tears,
very fragile, very weak body and heavy fold deterioration,
unissued form, otherwise fair-good.
$500

4649
The Provincial and Suburban Bank Limited, five pounds,
Melbourne 18 - No. 03919 (MVR. type 2a). Large edge tear,
rusting and other tears, unissued form with added signature
and dated after bank liquidation, otherwise fair-good.
$300

4645*
The Oriental Bank Corporation, one pound, Sydney, 1st
July 1880, 618175 (MVR1c). A full note, good colour, fine
and rare.
$20,000

GOVERNMENT OF QUEENSLAND RARITY

4646*
The Oriental Bank Corporation, one pound, Sydney, 1st July
1880, 614669 (MVR 1c). Fully signed, issued note, rough
edges and general weakness, otherwise very good.
$6,000

4650*
Queensland Government, five pounds, Brisbane 2nd January
1902, A/5 306732 (MVR 1) imprint Perkins Bacon & Co LD.
A full note, multiple folds and creases, a strong fine and
very rare, one of the finest of the few known and historically
important.
$75,000
This note illustrated in Renniks 23rd edition p.143.

4647*
The Provincial and Suburban Bank Limited, one pound,
Fitzroy 2nd July 1872, No.01359 (MVR1a). Nearly fine
and excessively rare with domicile unaltered.
$15,000
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4651
Union Bank of Australia, (part, approx. one quarter) one
pound, date and domicile not visible, 2Y 20098 (Perth
domicile serial) (MVR type 2(b)), mounted on grid paper
with short essay on Chalon portrait written in cursive script,
'The Chalon Portrait / The second Humphrys die / Part of
a Banknote Draft found in the / records of Messrs Perkins,
Bacon & Co. / by the late Percy de Worms, 1936. / This die
differs from the first as it is more coarsely / engraved, the
eyes lack detail, the ear rings are / different and there are
many other small points / at variance.' Very fine.
$220

THE BURNS PHILP NOTE ISSUES

4654*
The Australasian New Hebrides Company, Limited, The
Bank of North Queensland Ltd, Sydney, one pound sterling
unissued form for Vila (1897), imprint W.E. Smith Sydney.
Nearly uncirculated and excessively rare.
$5,000
Ex Burns, Philp Archive Sale.

4652*
Whaling, Advance Note, Hobart Town, May 24 1867,
ship 'Planter', five pounds payable to Richard W Groves
three days after the ship has sailed from the River Derwent,
Hobart Town, signed John Anderson, Commander; drawn
on Mr Francis Anderson, No. 15 Macquarie St, Hobart
Town, green Tasmania threepence stamp affixed to front,
crossed with Payable at 15 Macquarie Street Hobart Town
John Anderson; back endorsed with signature of Richard H.
Groves. Vertical folds otherwise very fine and rare.
$1,500
Ex Tasmanian Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 65 (lot 3260), Sale 87
(lot 3833). The 'Planter' was a 231 ton barque, built at Grimsby, England.
It is noted as being registered at Hobart Town in 1867, sailing from this
port as a whaler and trader under Captain Anderson until it was wrecked
off Babel Island in 1877. Advance notes were given to the whaler's spouse
and were a form of income while her man was at sea.

4655*
The Australasian New Hebrides Company Limited, The
Bank of North Queensland Ltd, Sydney, five pounds Sterling
Vila (1897) unissued form by W.E. Smith, Sydney. Nearly
uncirculated and excessively rare.
$6,000
Ex Burns, Philp Archive Sale.

4653*
Western Australia, unissued form one pound sterling, Perth
18- (C.1865) on thin watermarked paper, issued notes signed
G. Shenton. Uncirculated.
$400

4656*
Samarai, British New Guinea, Burns, Philp & Company,
Limited, Five pounds Sterling (1897), imprint W.E. Smith,
Sydney. Spike hole otherwise nearly uncirculated and
excessively rare.
$7,000

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex Burns, Philp Archive Sale.
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COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
NEW AUSTRALIA COLONY RARITIES

FIRST BANK CHEQUE, 1913

4659*
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Bank cheque No.1, for
one pound, Sydney 20th January 1913, pay to order of
G.F.V.Cole, signed H.J.Armitage accountant (later Governor
of the Commonwealth Bank 1 July 1941 to 31 December
1948 and signatory to Australia's banknote issues for 1942
- 1948). Two vertical folds otherwise extremely fine and
unique.
$7,500

4657*
Colonia Nueva Australia, (New Australia Colony), Paraguay,
one peso, 2 October (18)95, signed F. Kidman, clasped hands
in centre. Extremely fine and extremely rare.
$16,500
Issue of the New Australia Colony by Frederick Kidman after William
Lane left to form a splinter colony at Cosme, south of the Colonia Nueva
Australia.

Ex G.F.V.Cole Estate, Spink Australia Sale 1 (lot 254), Noble Numismatics
Sale 75 (lot 3163).

COMMONWEALTH ISSUES - PRE DECIMAL

4658*
Colonia Nueva Australia, (New Australia Colony), Paraguay,
one peso, 4 Nov (18)95 signed F. Kidman, arms in centre.
Extremely fine and extremely rare.
$17,500

4660*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1915) M 277850 A (R.2d).
Repair to top edge, a full note, very fine or better and rare.
$2,500

4661*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 782762 A (R.3b).
Flattened of vertical folds, good very fine with good colour,
rare in this condition and a most attractive type note.
$7,500
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4662
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923) A/19 571788 (R.4).
Very good.
$500

4666*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) B/41 749544 (R.8b)
thin signature. Graffiti on back and two vertical folds
otherwise good colour, fine/nearly fine.
$750
4667
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) B/41 755362 (R.8b)
thin signature. Toned very fine.
$700
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 3073).

4663*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/98 698676
(R.7). Good colour, semi-crisp, good very fine and an
attractive type note.
$2,000

4668*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/3 468391 (R.9).
Cleaned and flattened, with faint left margin tear repair, limp
body to paper otherwise good colour, very fine and rare.
$5,000

4664*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/63 885836
(R.7). Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$2,000

4669*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/40 638582 (R.10).
Crisp with good colour, extremely fine or better.
$2,500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4665*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/7 680386 (R.7).
Good colour and body, probably lightly cleaned otherwise
flat extremely fine or better.
$1,500
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4670*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/80 064168 (R.11).
Flattened of creases and folds otherwise good very fine with
original body to the paper.
$900

lot 4666
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4674*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/60 124157
(R.12). Nearly uncirculated.
$600
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4675
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R.13-17). The third with light creases otherwise flat
nearly uncirculated. (5)
$500

4671*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/Mcfarlane (1939) E/67 374343/5
(R.12) three consecutive notes. Light centre bends otherwise
nearly uncirculated and rare thus. (3)
$4,000

4676
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/51 326998 (R.14);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/22 568442 (R.15); (1954) AD/92
861585 (R.16); (1961) AH/25 870017 (R.17). Good
extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (4)
$500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4677
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/47 267408 (R.15).
Uncirculated.
$600
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 2778).

4672*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/3 734874 (R.12).
Flattened otherwise nearly uncirculated and very scarce
thus.
$1,000

4678*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/98 729594 (R.15).
Minor spot on bottom margin otherwise crisp nearly
uncirculated.
$400
4679
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/58 3489057/8(R.16),
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$300

4673*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/8 459067 (R.12).
Flattened otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$750

4680
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/58 348061/6
(R.16) six consecutive notes. Crisp flat uncirculated. (6)
$1,800
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 3108).
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4681
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/01 954733 (R.17).
Virtually uncirculated.
$200

4684*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No. R 413846 (R.18b).
Flattened of folds and creases, 1mm tear top margin,
trimmed, nearly very fine.
$5,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 4389).

4685*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No T 509340 (R.18c).
Flattened of folds, 4mm tear at top of note, trimmed, fine.
$4,000

4682*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/63 801582 - 589
(R.17) consecutive run of eight notes. Uncirculated. (8)
$1,500

4686*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No. 474803 S (R.18d).
Top edge repair, minor weaknesses and folds, otherwise a
full note, fine or better and rare.
$1,500

4683*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/63 801591 - 600
(R.17) consecutive run of ten notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$2,000

4687*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No. C 976472 P (R.21).
Rust areas on right margin, a full note flattened and multitude
of creases otherwise good colour very good.
$700

lot 4684
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4692*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/1 392108 (R.26).
Flattened of centrefold otherwise extremely fine.
$750

4688*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/28 485409 (R.23b).
Frail edges and corners, flattened otherwise very good.
$600

Ex David Ireland Collection.

4689*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/67 824177 (R.24).
Flattened and cleaned, limp paper otherwise good very
fine.
$1,500

4693*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/8 025756 (R.26).
Good colour and body to the note, good very fine.
$750

4690*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1926) H/69 816187 (R.25).
Good very fine.
$1,500

4694*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/77 655584 (R.27a)
thick signature. Crisp original body and colour, slight stain
bottom right edge otherwise very fine.
$1,200

Ex David Ireland Collection.

4695*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/86 031151 (R.27b)
thin signature. Flattened of folds, still some crispness,
extremely fine.
$1,300

4691*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/8 523244 (R.26).
Nearly uncirculated.
$4,000
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4696*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/14 796216 (R.28). Has
been cleaned otherwise crisp good extremely fine.
$1,500

4700*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) N/76 794003
(R.29). Nearly uncirculated.
$500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4701
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/52 43267
(R.30a). Crisp and flat, nearly uncirculated.
$350

4702
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/54 929170
(R.30a), K/9 905577 (R.30b). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$300

4697*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/24 557693 (R.28).
Good extremely fine.
$1,000

Ex David Ireland Collection.

Ex David Ireland Collection.

4698*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/56 290659 (R.28).
Extremely fine.
$1,000
4703*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/65 546142/3
(R.30b) consecutive pair. Crisp flat uncirculated and scarce
thus. (2)
$1,000

4704
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) W/33 128514 (R.31), W/91 295342 (R.32), HA/50
545376 (R.33), HK/44 873650 (R.34b). Good extremely
fine - uncirculated. (4)
$400

4699*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/8 092452 (R.28).
Flattened, otherwise extremely fine.
$600

Ex David Ireland Collection.
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4705
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) W/32 066723/4 (R.31)
consecutive pair. Flattened, virtually uncirculated. (2)
$500

4712*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/63 440890/1
(R.34b) consecutive pair, one off previous pair. Uncirculated.
(2)
$400

4706
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HF/00 170605/6 (R.33)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
4707
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/38 911396 (R.33).
Flat, nearly uncirculated.
$200
4708
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/91 208347 (R.34a).
Flat, nearly uncirculated.
$200
4713*
Five pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 283462 D (R.37b).
Very fine and rare in this condition.
$6,000
4714
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) Q/6 397576 (R.38a).
Toned, flattened of folds, 3mm tear in bottom edge, fine.
$1,400

4709*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/65 528321 (R.34b)
last serial prefix. Crisp flat uncirculated.
$2,500
4710
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/58 988590/1
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Crisp flat uncirculated. (2)
$400

4715*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/11 881609
(R.42). Good fine.
$750

4711
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) KK/63 440887/8
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$400

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.
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4716*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 450085 (R.43).
Slightly trimmed, otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare
as such.
$16,000

4720*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/68 219991
(R.46). Nearly uncirculated.
$350

4721*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/52 663303
(R.46). Good extremely fine.
$500

4717*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 381411 (R.43).
Toned very fine or better.
$4,000

4718*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/1 069585 (R.44b)
white face. Cleaned and flattened otherwise extremely fine
and rare in this condition.
$5,000

4722*
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/8 417756/7 (R.47)
consecutive pair. Crisp uncirculated and original, very rare
thus. (2)
$7,500

4719*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/23 250612
(R.45). Flattened otherwise extremely fine/good very fine.
$1,500

4723*
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/12 348843 (R.47)
radar number. Flattened, extremely fine and very rare as a
radar number.
$750
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4724
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/43 899068 (R.48).
Nearly uncirculated.
$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 3230).

4729*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/06 338622/4 (R.50)
consecutive run of three notes. Light centrefold, otherwise
nearly uncirculated. (3)
$750

4725*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/82 485440 (R.49).
Flattened of centrefold, nearly uncirculated.
$600

4730
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/41 731654 first
prefix (R.50). Minor spot on reverse, good extremely fine.
$200

4726
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/18 082197/8;
TA/29 305395/6 (R.49) two consecutive pairs of consecutive
notes. Light handling and centrefolds otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (4)
$320

4731
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/09 117681 (R.50)
last serial prefix. Very fine or better and rare.
$400

4732*
Ten pounds, Kell/Collins (1925) U/1 557834 (R.54). Full
bodied note, very fine and rare.
$20,000

4727*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/41 704062 (R.50).
Virtually uncirculated.
$750

4728
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/54 933835/42
(R.50) eight consecutive notes. Crisp original uncirculated.
(8)
$1,000

4733*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) U/3 570141 (R.55).
Semi-crisp original with some evidence of creasing and folds
otherwise a most attractive type note, good very fine and
rare in this condition.
$15,000
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4738*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/19 770705 (R.60).
Horizontal and vertical folds or creases otherwise original
nearly extremely fine.
$600

4734*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) U/4 477671 (R.56).
Several edge tears and repairs, rarest signature type,
otherwise very good or better and rare.
$6,000

4735*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/3 795204 (R.58).
Has been cleaned, stain spot top edge, dirt smudge right edge
otherwise good very fine.
$1,750

4739*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/24 006518/9
(R.61) consecutive pair. Crisp originals with some handling
evident, crease bottom right corners and top edges otherwise
extremely fine or better and rare. (2)
$12,500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale.

4736*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/13 348763/4
(R.59) consecutive pair. Slight top edge creases otherwise
crisp original nearly uncirculated. (2)
$2,000

4740*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/00 144060 (R.62)
first serial prefix. Good extremely fine and rare, especially
in this condition as first serial prefix.
$2,500

4737*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 022655 (R.60).
Crisp original, nearly extremely fine.
$750

4741*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/25 367276 (R.62).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$1,250
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WAR RELATED ISSUES

4747
Australia, J.A. Lyons political satirical note produced for
the 1931 election "Fiduciary Inflation Note", "Hands off
the Note Issue or you will have a "Lang" wait for your
money", "Follow Lyons and Vote Country National",
authorised and printed in Brisbane. Scarce, small hole and
edge tears, good.
$180

4742*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/27 857763/4 (R.62)
consecutive pair. Flattened, virtually uncirculated. (2)
$1,500

4743
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/04 315481/5
(R.62) consecutive run of five notes. Some notes with toning,
otherwise nearly extremely fine. (5)
$1,250

4748*
Australia, 4th Light Horse, Pass, 1933, No.6412, blue card
(80 x 34 mm), perforated along top side, originally joined
to another piece during production. Fine and rare.
$150

4744*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/49 512616 (R.63).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$1,250
4749*
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificate, WWI,
one pound, 19 April 1920, C184203, five years certificate
issued at Sydney (R.WBI; cf., Nicholson Collection, lot
3123). Heavy folds and centre hole on folds with some
tearing into folds, otherwise good colour and body, fine
and very rare.
$650
4750
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificates,
WWII, one pound, prefix FB, AC (R.WD1a) (2), prefix
DC (R.WE1a); five pounds, prefix G (R.WD2a), prefix J
(R.WD2b); ten pounds, prefix N (R.WD3a); fifty pounds,
prefix Z (R.WD4a). Very fine - extremely fine. (7)
$350

4745
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/28 453661, 7
(R.63). Crisp, original pair with light centrefold, first with
crease mark on right otherwise nearly uncirculated. (2)
$600

4746
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/28 453674, 681
(R.63). The first with slight creasing otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$600

Ex M.V. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4751
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificate for
one pound (WD1A [2]), issue dates 30.6.1941, 8.1.1942;
Treasury Bond, ten pounds, issue date 12.3.1946, with
twenty coupons attached; Bank of New South Wales,
Beechworth, 1876, second of exchange; share scrip, Civil
Service Co-operative Society of Victoria, 1905; Home Reef
Gold Mines, 1919. Very good - very fine. (6)
$120
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4752*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven
Bank, sixpence, Hay, 1st March 1941, Robinow/Stahl, C
40555 (not listed in Bullus). Margin with 3mm tear at top
and 7mm tear at bottom, otherwise good fine.
$9,000

4755*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven
Bank, one shilling, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Robinow/Stahl, D
22827 (not listed in Bullus). Two corner folds, three corners
smudged otherwise good very fine and rare.
$5,000

4753*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven
Bank, sixpence, Hay, 1st March 1941, Robinow/Stahl, C
40513 (not listed in Bullus). Uncirculated and rare with
these signatures.
$10,000

4756*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven
Bank, two shillings, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Robinow/Stahl
E 39748 (not listed in Bullus). Nearly uncirculated and very
rare.
$12,500

This and the following four lots are from the same internee of the camp as
lots 3280-2 in the previous sale and constitute the remainder of the now
deceased estate.

4757*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven
Bank, two shillings, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Mendel/Stahl,
E 40380 (not listed in Bullus). Corner fold and smudge
otherwise good very fine and rare.
$8,000

4754*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven
Bank, one shilling, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Epstein/Stahl, D
20644 (not listed in Bullus). Lightest centrefold otherwise
good extremely fine and very rare.
$11,000
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STAR NOTES

4760*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/53 03962*
(R.13s). One horizontal and vertical fold, original crisp body,
good very fine and very rare.
$22,500
part

4758*
World War II, Internment Camp, Camp II, Tatura Victoria,
Internees Finance Office stamped on 'debit card' of George
Lederer, July 6, 1942 credit card No.. 5668/5442; another
similar, without rubber stamp, credit card no. 745/01492,
7.I.1942. Fine; very fine. (2)
$320
George Lederer is a Dunera boy and states, 'The entries of between 1 penny
and 2 shillings would cover the purchase of anything between a cup of tea
and a piece of cheesecake with a cup of coffee.' For canteen vouchers see
Sale 79 (lot 3139).

4761*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/91 62965* (R.16s).
Flattened, otherwise very fine or better and rare.
$4,000

4762*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 56001*
(R.17s). Flat, crisp, choice uncirculated and very rare in this
condition, one of the finest known.
$14,000

4759*
Commonwealth of Australia, Child Endowment Order for
one pound ten shillings H222055 26 April 1949 red print
on white paper. Nearly uncirculated.
$250
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4767*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/2 13619* (R.32s).
Bottom edge repair, limp paper otherwise very good.
$1,000

4763*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 21644* (R.17s).
Folds otherwise crisp original good extremely fine and rare
thus.
$4,000

4768*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/88 39580* (R.34bs).
Good extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$8,500
4764*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/98 40633* (R.17s).
Frail top right corner, 17 in pencil on back otherwise good
fine.
$700

4765
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 90197* (R.17s).
Fine.
$250
4769*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/92 97688* (R.34bs).
Quarter folds but full original body, good extremely fine/
extremely fine and rare as such.
$6,000

4766*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/6 03648* (R.32s).
Very fine and very rare in this condition.
$9,000

4770*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/90 12859* (R.34bs).
Two light folds, otherwise bright colour, full bodied note,
extremely fine.
$6,500
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4771*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/13 17255* (R.50s).
Flattened otherwise good extremely fine and rare.
$25,000

4775*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAC 60674* (R.71s).
Extremely fine.
$800

4772*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/12 90039* (R.50s).
Flattened of centrefold, some original body to paper, good
very fine and rare in this condition.
$9,000

4776*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZAF 12541* (R.71s).
Tear with repair, otherwise extremely fine.
$700
35,000 only issued.

4777
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAE 06091* (R.71s);
Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAG 81576* (R.72s); Phillips/
Randall (1969) ZAN 12768* (R.73s). First badly affected
by water rust stain, others nearly fine; very good. (3)
$600
4773*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/10 60428* (R.50s).
Good fine.
$3,000

4778*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAF 68715*/6* (R.72s)
consecutive pair of star notes. Flat, virtually uncirculated and
very rare in this condition. (2)
$20,000

4774*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 38088* (R.71s).
Light centrefold otherwise uncirculated.
$1,200
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4779*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAF 70957* (R.72s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$4,000

4783*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFA 07807*/8* (R.81s)
consecutive pair of star replacement notes. Uncirculated
and very rare.
$10,000

4780*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAG 53322* (R.72s).
Flattened, nearly extremely fine and very scarce.
$1,500

4784*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFG 72842* (R.81s).
Virtually uncirculated.
$3,500

4781*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAN 72164* (R.73s).
Pin holes at left, otherwise good extremely fine.
$650

4785*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFD 42093* (R.81s).
Good extremely fine.
$1,500

4782*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAP 22429* (R.73s).
Flattened of left vertical fold and slight creases, medium
body to paper, good very fine.
$1,000

4786*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFG 30069* (R.81s).
Nearly extremely fine.
$600
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4787
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFC 34370* (R.81s).
Slightest rust spotting on left, centrefold otherwise original
good very fine.
$500

4793*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFR 78966* (R.83s).
Vertical folds and creases otherwise crisp original body
extremely fine.
$800
4788*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 48108* (R.81s).
Flattened, very fine.
$400

4794*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFL 85899* (R.83s).
Cleaned and flattened otherwise good very fine.
$750
4789*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 96088* (R.81s).
Flattened otherwise good fine.
$450

4795
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFQ 50859* (R.83s).
With 1cm tear top left otherwise nearly fine.
$100

4790
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFF 67099* (R.81s).
Flattened of folds and creases, 3 mm tear in bottom edge,
good fine.
$500
4791
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFH 28363* (R.82s).
Very good.
$450

4796*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 76223* (R.202s).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$10,000
4797
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 27997* (R.202s).
Flattened of folds, repaired right hand side, otherwise nearly
fine.
$350
4792*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFK 95256* (R.83s).
Flattened of light centrefold nearly uncirculated.
$4,500

4798
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 12399* (R.202s).
Graffiti "25" on left panel otherwise nearly fine.
$250
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4799*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 93663* (R.203s).
Virtually uncirculated and very rare in this condition.
$16,000

4803*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 61026* (R.301s).
Original, nearly extremely fine.
$1,000

4800*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 28505* (R.203s).
Very good and rare.
$800

4804*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 38365* (R.301s).
Some signs of handling or creases light centrefold otherwise
original body extremely fine.
$1,000

4801*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSD 22965* (R.301s).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$4,000

4805*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 43191* (R.301s).
Flattened otherwise extremely fine or better.
$1,000

4802*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 44838* (R.301s).
Flattened but crisp body, good extremely fine.
$2,000

4806*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 87319* (R.301s).
Crisp, small tear on top edge, extremely fine or better.
$800
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4807
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 78596* (R.301s).
Good fine.
$350
4808
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 79220* (R.301s).
ANZ ink rubber stamp on back "10 Jul 1980" otherwise
nearly fine.
$300
4809
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 23297* (R.301s);
Phillips/Randall (1969) ZSJ 01381* (R.303s). Both with
minor edge tears, otherwise very good. (2)
$450

4813*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 11113* (R.302s).
Pin-holes, extremely fine and rare.
$3,000

4810*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 62238* (R.302s).
Flat, nearly uncirculated and rare, especially in this
condition.
$10,000

4814*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 66958* (R.302s).
With 2mm tear into right edge otherwise flattened good very
fine and rare.
$1,000

4811*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 78056* (R.302s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$6,000

4815*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 25477* (R.302s).
Three tears, 4, 2 and 1mm on different edges, otherwise very
fine - nearly extremely fine and rare.
$1,000
4816
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 89110* (R.302s).
Several tears, 1-2 mm on edge, otherwise very fine.
$750

4812*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 54031* (R.302s).
Flattened otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$5,000
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4817*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 64910* (R.302s).
Tiny tear into top of centrefold, flattened otherwise nearly
fine.
$500

4821*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 47773*
(R.403s). Slight rippling of paper, original and crisp, nearly
uncirculated and rare.
$20,000

4822*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 39927*
(R.403s). Good extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$17,500

4818*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSF 09986* (R.303s).
Flat, virtually uncirculated and very rare in this condition.
$8,500

4823*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 48337*
(R.403s). Flattened and cleaned, graffiti repair on back
otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$1,500

4819*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 01762* (R.303s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$4,500
4820
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 96438* (R.303s).
Nearly very fine.
$500

4824*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 02668*
(R.403s). Tiny edge tears on centrefold otherwise very fine.
$1,250
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4825
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 10547*
(R.403s). With 3mm top left edge tear otherwise very good.
$400
4826
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall, (1968) ZXA 38948*
(R.403s). Biro 8 on front, pin holes, very good.
$350
4827
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 48266*
(R.403s). Tear into right margin otherwise very good.
$300

ERROR NOTES

4828
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) CGH 874900 (R.76a)
bottom half wet ink transfer on front. Flattened very fine
and rare.
$200

4832*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) KUB 928654 (R.89)
missing simultan front and back. Flattened of centrefold
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$1,500

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4833*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LCS 351068 (R.89)
corner fold causing top right part of Macarthur's head to
be missing intaglio print. Nearly uncirculated.
$350

4829*
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) HGT 974862 (R.85)
intaglio ink offset to left by 20mm on front, 2 next to 2,
checkers orange texta pen mark vertically. Crisp original
nearly uncirculated and rare.
$800

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4830
Two and twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JEZ 177359
(R.87), XYG 820729 (R.407a) numeral wet ink transfers on
back top right corner. Flattened extremely fine. (2)
$300
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4831
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) KRK 615702 (R.88)
registration shift to the right of intaglio print on the back.
Good extremely fine.
$300

4834*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LJK 279754 (R.89) top
left diagonal corner flap with printer's colour guide, vertical
tear in manufacture. Extremely fine.
$400

Ex M.P Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.
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4835
Five dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) NLT 718053 (R.205);
Fraser/Cole (1992) polymer AA 07 203314 (R.214) heavy
water-ink run on back of first; ink smudge on part of front
of second. Good extremely fine. (2)
$500
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4836
Five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) NTF 642773 (R.206b);
Johnston/Fraser (1985) PQB 753784 (R.209a) both with
registration shift, checker's text mark vertically on first for
slight shift second more dramatic to left. Nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$300

4839*
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) polymer issue, AA 08
192040 (R.214) missing signatures. Uncirculated and rare.
$500

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4840
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) polymer issue, AA 12/3
783970 (R.214) twenty percent registration shift on front
of two notes from the same sheet. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
Ex Banking & Currency Museum.

4837*
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PQL 629032 (R.209a)
missing simultan print from back. Flattened, left corner stain
otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$700
EX M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4841*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) SHP 964662 (R.303)
large top left corner fold causing twenty per cent of front
without intaglio print, checker's texta purple pen mark twice
on front. Flattened otherwise very fine and rare.
$350
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4842
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) left UPC 468589 and
right UPC 568589 (R.309) sixth digit mis-matched. Top left
quarter off otherwise fine and very rare.
$100

part

4838*
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QJH/QJJ 188145 (R.213)
fifteen percent shift on the front of two notes from the same
sheet; ten dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) MEN 036575
(R.312) slight shift to right on front. Nearly uncirculated.
(3)
$350

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4843
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 647312 first
prefix, second release, hologram with blank spot on Cook's
forehead. Uncirculated.
$200

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.
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4844*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) MHH 837036 (R.312)
intaglio ink fade out on seventy per cent of the back.
Flattened, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$350

4846*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MHC 362270 (R.313) major
right corner fold with part of intaglio missing. Extremely
fine and rare.
$500

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4847*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) BH 93 789910 (R.316)
printed upside down and out of alignment checker's blue
texta on back BM 789910. Extremely fine and rare.
$500
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4845*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MGT 568853/7 (R.313)
five consecutive numbers, last two notes MGT 568856/7
with Fraser/Higgins (R.312) signature in error, extremely
rare error combination of signatures sold with original
bundle label serial number 1091 05591 5. Uncirculated and
a fascinating error variety. (5)
$5,000
4848*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XJK 487977
(R.405) missing left side serial number. Good extremely
fine and rare.
$700
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.
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4849*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XKD 231133
(R.405) ten per cent vertical registration shift downwards of
intaglio print on back. Flat, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$400

4853
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XUZ 865274
(R.406b) last prefix intaglio ink smudge on right of front.
Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$400

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4850
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XJL 237022 (R.405)
uneven or blotchy intaglio print in centre of front. Crease
and light fold otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.
$300
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4851*
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XNL 227490
(R.406a) forty per cent wet ink transfer on right of back.
Glue marks on front, good very fine and rare.
$300

4854*
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XPG 173706
(R.406b) paper crease along side thread missing print front
and back. Good extremely fine and rare.
$350

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4855
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XTC 078744
(R.406b) ink runs in places on back. Glue marks on front
otherwise good extremely fine.
$200
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4856
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XPS 947721
(R.406b) paper obstruction to simultan print top left centre
of back; two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JFK 800292
(R.87) smudging of green simultan top right of front; five
dollars Macfarlane/Evans (2001) DC 01889852 (R.219)
missing intaglio print lower left corner of front. Extremely
fine or better. (3)
$350

4852*
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XRE 496302
(R.406b) paper obstruction to simultan print on front over
Kingsford Smith. Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$400
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.
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4857
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VAC 742719, 22/3
(consecutive pair) (R.407a) paper (?) obstruction of simultan
behind 2 of 20 on front. Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$300
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4858
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VFN 092990 (R.407b)
fade out of intaglio print on bottom quarter of back. Good
extremely fine.
$200

4860*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ERT 220732
(R.409a) large left and top corner flap, top of sheet, number
IE 886 on back. Extremely fine and rare.
$1,000

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4859*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ERF....9 (R.409a)
missing serial numbers, partial numbers on back. Nearly
uncirculated and rare.
$1,000
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4861*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EJJ 677669 (R.409a)
tear flap tipped to front. Extremely fine and rare.
$500
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4862
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EAE 323789; ERZ
489525 (R.409a) metal thread on top of paper on first;
sheet fed in upside down on second, thread on right with
watermark. Good extremely fine; nearly very fine. (2)
$450
lot 4860 front

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.
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4863*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ECS 374947
(R.409a) ten per cent registration shift left intaglio print on
front. Glue marks on back, good extremely fine.
$400

4868*
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) YCC 616955 (R.566b)
large lower left corner flap fold during guillotining. Nearly
uncirculated and rare.
$500

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4864
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EQU 6(7) 9999
(R.409a) second digit nearly missing; ten dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) MGD 489278 (R.312) prefix slightly out of
alignment. Uncirculated; very fine. (2)
$100

4869
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YRZ 769455, YPN
622211 (R.509a) partial wet ink transfers, Florey portrait
on back of first, bottom quarter on front of second. Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$400

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4865*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) RDZ 953530 (R.412)
missing intaglio printing phase on front. Good extremely
fine and rare.
$1,500
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4866
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) KTG 506540 (R.413)
paper crease during intaglio print phase causing line
through both portraits and slight registration shift; Fraser/
Evans (1994) polymer, JJ 94 765862 (R.416) varnish very
incomplete. Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$300

4870*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) EXV 449284 (R.411)
large top left corner flap showing printer's spoil or numbers
at top of sheet, part of next note visible front and back.
Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$1,000

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4867
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) KJ 94 543622/3 (R.416)
ink dilution splash between notes front of first, back of
second. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$400

Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4871
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) YXN 419828 (R.511)
top left corner flap and crease. Extremely fine.
$200

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

Ex M.P.Ronald Collection.
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4872*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) YZR 756920 (R.512)
serial numbers upside down, large extra serial number only
in reserve. Good extremely fine and rare.
$750
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4874*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WEZ 846999 (R.513)
registration shift front and back. Nearly uncirculated.
$500
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection.

4873*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WEG 527281/5 (R.513)
five consecutive notes with top right corner folds, all except
the last with small flap. Nearly uncirculated and a rare and
spectacular run. (5)
$1,000

4875*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WGK 945868 (R.513) left
serial missing. Extremely fine.
$350

Ex Banking & Currency Museum. Illustrated as fig.423 (p349) in Australian
Decimal Banknotes 2nd edn.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4876*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WHY 776751 (R.513)
heavy ink blotching on Florey portrait on front flat, virtually
uncirculated.
$350
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.
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4877
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WQE 784400 (R.513) serial
numbers upside down. Good extremely fine.
$450
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4884*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHV 531461
(R.613) dramatic registration shift of serials, one whole
number and two part numbers printed on the back. Very
fine and rare.
$400
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4878*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) WVA 680687 (R.515) heavy
ink smudge (water run) on back. Flat nearly uncirculated.
$350

4885
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZJK 148973 (R.613)
registration shift of serial numbers. Extremely fine.
$300

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4879
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) B1 95 204546 (R.516) ink
dilution splash on back on portrait. Nearly uncirculated.
$250

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4880
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) HC 95 521431 (R.516)
colour bars through front doubly strong in colour. Good
extremely fine.
$70
4881
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) (R.518) missing
serial numbers. Multiple folds or creasing otherwise good
fine and rare.
$300
4886*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZJS 534530 (R.613)
full wet ink transfer of back onto front. Good very fine.
$250
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4887
Peru, one hundred intis 1987 A 0035900U and A0041100U,
pair of notes with top left corner flaps with printers colour
guides. Uncirculated. (2)
$100

4882*
Fifty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2008) CJ 08 360399 (R.520).
Ink flaw on back resulting in no blue above Edith Cowan
but instead mauve and a mauve vertical streak in her hair.
Extremely fine.
$100

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4883
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHR 641423
(R.613) intaglio print missing (fade out) behind Tebbutt
plus two letter wet ink transfer Fraser/Higgins (1990) ZGZ
657725 (R.612) part wet ink transfer on left side of front.
Edge nick on first otherwise very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$350
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.
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4892*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71-78). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated, the Coombs/
Randall (illustrated) scarce. (10)
$750
4893
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71-78 DPS last prefix). Nearly uncirculated-uncirculated.
(10)
$700

4888*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 150407 (R.71) first
serial prefix. Uncirculated.
$750

Ex David Ireland Collection.

4894
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) CDQ 222222 (R.76a)
rare solid number note. Rippling, otherwise nearly
uncirculated and rare.
$350
4895
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) CJC 400000 (R.76a),
two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) JAA 100000 (R.86c),
ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) TBP 100000 (R.305),
all three rare round numbers. The first uncirculated, others
fine or better. (3)
$500
4896
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNZ 803308 (R.78);
two dollars, Knight/Stone (1974) JDZ 510015 (R.87); five
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PYK 677776 (R.209b), all
three radar numbers. Uncirculated. (3)
$600
4897
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to one hundred dollars,
Fraser/Cole (1991) set of last serial prefix paper notes DPS
800006 (R.78), LQG (R.89), QPG (R.213), MRR (R.131),
ADK (R.415), FAB (R.515), ZLD (R.613). Uncirculated. (7)
$500

4889*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 575963 (R.71) first
serial prefix. Virtually uncirculated.
$500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4890*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 612539 first prefix
(R.71, Mc 101a). Centrefold nearly uncirculated.
$500

4891
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 533975/6 first prefix
and consecutive numbers (R.71). Light centrefold, creases and
foxing spots, otherwise nearly uncirculated and scarce. (2)
$500

4898*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 852732 (R.81)
first serial prefix. Virtually uncirculated and scarce.
$2,000
Ex David Ireland Collection.
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4909
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QEX 866210/309
(R.209a) consecutive run of one hundred notes with original
wrapper. Uncirculated. (100)
$1,500

4899
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81-89 plus LQG last prefix). Uncirculated. (12)
$300
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4900
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81-89). Uncirculated. (11)
$350

4910
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QJV 248929/9000 (72),
QJX 248501/28 (28), original pack of one hundred notes
(R.213). Uncirculated. (100)
$1,000

4911
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2005) CJ 05 777777
(R.220) solid number note. Uncirculated.
$250

4912
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 853407 (R.301)
first serial prefix. Virtually uncirculated.
$270

4901*
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HTY 777777 (R.86c) rare
solid number note. Nearly uncirculated, 14 in biro on back.
$300

4913
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 589 373 (R.301)
first serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.
$300

4902
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HPG 695717/8 gothic
centre thread, consecutive pair (R.86a), HRG 302103/4
OCR-B centre thread, consecutive pair (R.86b), HVN
429883/4 OCR-B side thread, consecutive pair (R.86c).
Uncirculated. (6)
$300
4903
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQG 850775, LQG
850780/1 consecutive pair, LQG 875382, LQG 878973/4
consecutive pair, all last prefix (R.89). Uncirculated. (6)
$200
4904
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 447521 first
prefix (R.202). Cleaned and flattened, extremely fine.
$300
4905
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Macfarlane/Evans
(1996) (R.202-218 first prefix, includes both orientation
bands on 217). Uncirculated. (18)
$500
4906
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Evans (1995)
(R.202-217). Uncirculated. (15)
$500

4914*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 318114 (R.301)
first serial prefix; twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966)
XAA 933270 (R.401) first serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated;
virtually uncirculated. (2)
$400

4907
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Cole (1992)
(R.202-214). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (14)
$500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

Ex David Ireland Collection.

4908
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) NZR 666666 (R.207) rare
solid number note. Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$500
480
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4915*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Macfarlane/Evans
(1996) (R.301-318) first prefix. Uncirculated, the Coombs/
Randall (illustrated) scarce. (16)
$1,000

4922*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFF 218625/8 (R.302)
four consecutive notes. Flat uncirculated but lacking sheen
and raised ink. (4)
$1,200

4916
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.301-313). Uncirculated. (15)
$600

4923
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) TDD 820233 - 242
(R.305) consecutive run of ten notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$1,250

Ex David Ireland Collection.

4917
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.301-316). Uncirculated. (16)
$500

4924
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) gothic centre thread,
TGH 671214/5 consecutive pair, TGU 671224/6 three
consecutive notes (R.306a). Uncirculated. (5)
$300

4918
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
paper series (R.301-313). Flat surface virtually uncirculated.
(13)
$450

4925
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 937962 (R.310a)
first serial prefix of first release. Uncirculated.
$350

4919
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.301, 302, 303 (2), 306a (THT last prefix), 307b, 309
(two singles and pair), 312 (single and three pairs), 313
(pair, MQU no plate No. trio, MRR last prefix pair). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (24)
$400
4920
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SEU 194972/3
consecutive pair (R.302). Choice uncirculated pair and
scarce. (2)
$600

4926*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 93 5907 (R.310a)
last serial prefix of first release. Uncirculated.
$800
4927
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 604558 (R.310b)
first prefix second release. Uncirculated.
$350
4928
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 228633 (R.310b)
first serial prefix of second release. Uncirculated.
$180
4921*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), SEJ 354820/1 (R.302)
consecutive pair. Flat surfaces otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$500

4929
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 597231/5
(R.310b) five consecutive first serial prefix of the second
release. Crisp flat uncircuated. (5)
$800
481

4930
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 597236/40
(R.310b) first serial prefix of second release, consecutive run
of five. Uncirculated. (5)
$750
4931
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 795507/22, first
serial prefix, run of sixteen, (R.310b). Uncirculated. (16)
$3,000

4936
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) BG 03 555555
(R.320) solid number note. Uncirculated.
$250

4937*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 000370
(R.401) first serial prefix low serial number. Uncirculated.
$400

4932*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 863638
(R.310b) last serial prefix of second release. Uncirculated
and scarce.
$800

4938*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 775917/8
(R.401) consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$450

4933*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 769882 (R.310b)
last serial prefix of the second release. Uncirculated.
$800

4934*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 769871/2
(R.310b) last serial prefix consecutive pair. Uncirculated
and rare as such. (2)
$1,000
4935
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRR 706671/90 last prefix,
twenty consecutive notes (R.313). A scarce run of twenty
last prefix notes, uncirculated. (20)
$300

4939*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 246834/7
(R.401) four consecutive first prefix notes. Flattened of light
centrefold otherwise virtually uncirculated. (4)
$1,200
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4945*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 396636
(R.402). Virtually uncirculated and very scarce thus.
$2,000

4940*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Macfarlane/Evans
(1997) missing Coombs/Randall (R.401, 403-418 first prefix).
The Johnston/Fraser gothic (illustrated) scarce. (17)
$1,500
4941
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.401, 403-413). Uncirculated the (R.409b) scarce. (14)
$900
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4942
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.401-415 AAA prefix) (missing R.402).
Uncirculated. (14)
$800

4946*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 564641
(R.402). Flat virtually uncirculated and very scarce in this
condition.
$1,800

4943*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 892452
(R.402). Virtually uncirculated and rare thus.
$3,000
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4947*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) XEJ 1000000
(R.403). Small edge tear at each side, rust stain at bottom
right corner and small smudge below right side numeral 20,
very good and a rare one million serial number.
$5,000
Listed by McDonald as unconfirmed.

4948
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFH 678415 - 416
(R.404) consecutive pair of notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$400
4944*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 651540
(R.402) first serial prefix. Flat and crisp, light centrefold
otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare thus.
$2,000

4949
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XPN 800328 - 335
(R.406a) consecutive run of eight notes. Uncirculated. (8)
$1,000
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4950
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XTG 679312/4
(R.406b) three consecutive side thread notes. Nearly
uncirculated-uncirculated. (3)
$450
4951
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKY 607945 gothic
serial number (R.409b). Uncirculated and scarce.
$250
4956*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 000513 (R.505)
first serial prefix low serial number. Uncirculated.
$1,000
4957
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Macfarlane/Evans
(1997) (R.505-518 first prefix). Uncirculated. (13)
$1,500
4958
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1979) YBR 812664 - 665
(R.506a) consecutive pair of notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$350
4959
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YQX 925694 gothic
serial number (R.509a), YVP 849105 OCR-B serial number
(R.509b). Uncirculated. (2)
$300

4952*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKN 417168/73
(R.409b) six consecutive gothic serial notes. Nearly
uncirculated and very scarce thus. (6)
$1,200

4960
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2006) DA 06 555555
(R.519) solid number note. Uncirculated.
$300

4953*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ACP 000001 (R.413)
serial number one. Uncirculated.
$1,000

4961*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 000513
(R.608) first serial prefix, low serial number. Uncirculated.
$400

4954
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2005) AA 05 927729
(R.420) first serial prefix radar note. Uncirculated.
$100

4962
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) to Fraser/Cole
(1992) (R.608-613). Uncirculated. (4)
$500

4955
Twenty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007) IC 07 333333 (R.421)
solid number note. Uncirculated.
$250

4963
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96 946583
test note first prefix (R.616). Uncirculated and rare in this
condition.
$1,500
4964
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96 714724
test note last prefix (R.616). Uncirculated and rare in this
condition.
$1,500
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